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We study a model amorphous solid that is subjected to repeated athermal cyclic shear deforma-
tion. It has previously been demonstrated that the memory of the amplitudes of shear deformation
the system is subjected to (or trained at) is encoded, and can be retrieved by subsequent deformation
cycles that serve as read operations. Here we consider different read protocols and measurements
and show that single and multiple memories can be robustly retrieved through these different proto-
cols. We also show that shear deformation by a larger amplitude always erases the stored memories.
These observations are similar to those in experiments with non-Brownian colloidal suspensions
and corresponding models, but differ in the possibility of storing multiple memories non-transiently.
Such a possibility has been associated with the presence of cycles of transitions that take place in
the model amorphous solids, between local energy minima. Here, we also study low density sphere
assemblies which serve as models for non-Brownian colloidal suspensions, under athermal deforma-
tion, and identify a regime where the signatures of memory encoding are similar to the model glass,
even when transition between local energy minima are absent. We show that such a regime corre-
sponds to the presence of loop reversibility, rather than point reversibility of configurations under
cyclic deformation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Retention of memory of past history arises ubiqui-
tously in describing the properties of condensed mat-
ter, ranging from near equilibrium conditions to far from
equilibrium conditions, including in the presence of ex-
ternal driving. Simple examples may merely involve a
dependence on history that breaks a symmetry or leads
a system to reside in a metastable state. Indeed such
history dependence forms the basis of conventional mem-
ory devices, such as magnetic or phase change memory
devices. Other popular memory devices, such as shape
memory materials [1], rely on the presence of phase trans-
formations, but also on the ability of a material to reside
in one among a large number of possible structures, in or-
der to accommodate externally applied deformation. The
presence of multiple distinct internal structures or states
in which a material can exist for long times is a generic
condition for the presence of memory effects, seen partic-
ularly in systems that exhibit some form of disorder. The
range of examples is vast, and includes structural glasses
[2–5] and spin glasses [6], magnetic systems with disorder
[7–11] that exhibit return point memory, and charge den-
sity waves systems that exhibit return point memory and
pulse duration memory [12–19], crumpled thin sheets and
elastic foams [20], systems exhibiting echoes [21], sheared
colloidal suspensions [22–24], glasses and related model
systems [25–27], and shaken granular systems [28–30], to
name a few examples. This list of largely condensed mat-
ter examples does not include the large array of biological
contexts in which memory formation is important and in-
teresting, such as neuronal, genetic, epigenetic, immuno-
logical etc. memories, but some approaches to modeling
such memories [31, 32] have been developed with input
from theories of disordered spin models, and in turn, such
approaches inform some recent work on self assembly and
design of functional materials [33–37].
In this paper, we address memory effects in two
broadly related systems, namely athermally sheared
glasses and non-Brownian colloidal suspensions. Non-
Brownian suspensions, when subjected to large ampli-
tude oscillatory shear [38] show a transition from an ab-
sorbing state at low amplitudes of shear (wherein, parti-
cles cease to move when observed stroboscopically, i. e.
at the end of each cycle, after a transient) to a diffusing
state at large amplitudes. The threshold or critical am-
plitude γc displays features akin to a continuous phase
transition, with diverging time scales to reach steady
states, and a continuous rise of the fraction of active
particles (defined as particles that move during a cycle,
which serves as an order parameter). These features are
realised through a simple model [39] in which pairs of par-
ticles that overlap when subjected to shear deformation
are given random displacements or kicks after they are
returned to their undeformed positions, and the process
is repeated for each cycle. Memory effects were studied
in this model by Keim et al [22, 23]. After a number
of cycles of shear deformation with a fixed amplitude
γ1 < γc, the system reaches an absorbing state. When
this training process of repeatedly shearing by γ1 is com-
plete (i. e. when particles cease to move), a shear cycle
with any γ < γ1 results in no rearrangements of particles
since a larger amplitude shear includes smaller ampli-
tudes within its cycle. On the other hand, a deformation
by an amplitude bigger than γ1 will result in particle rear-
rangements. As a result, this procedure encodes a mem-
ory, which can be read by performing shear deformation
cycles with increasing amplitude and measuring the frac-
tion of particles which are displaced as a function of am-
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2plitude. The fraction of particles that move is zero below
the training amplitude, and becomes finite for amplitudes
beyond γ1. When the training phase involves cycles of
more than one amplitude, the system can encode multi-
ple memories transiently, but when the number of cycles
increases and the system reaches a steady state, memory
of all but the highest amplitude are lost. Interestingly,
addition of noise during the training cycles induces the
memories of multiple training amplitudes to be retained.
Subjecting the system to deformation by an amplitude
larger than the largest training erases the memories, but
gradually. These features of memory have also been re-
alised experimentally in sheared non-Brownian suspen-
sions [24].
Cyclically sheared amorphous solids (glasses) under
athermal conditions [25, 40–43] reveal a transition, as-
sociated with yielding behaviour, that bears resemblance
to the absorbing to diffusive transition in athermal sus-
pensions. At amplitudes of shearing below a threshold
value, the model amorphous solids studied computation-
ally reach stroboscopically invariant states, whereas they
reach diffusive states above the threshold. The thresh-
old strain amplitude is characterised by diverging times
to reach the steady state. Despite such similarity with
athermal suspensions, there are significant differences,
since a sheared amorphous solid never reaches a state
where the particles do not interact with each other. It is
thus interesting to consider the nature of memory effects
in amorphous solids, which was addressed in Ref. [26]. It
was found that cyclically deformed amorphous solids also
show memory similar to athermal suspensions, but with
key differences. In deformed glasses, a read cycle leaves
the system unperturbed only at the training amplitude
in the case of single memory, and the lowest amplitude
of shear in the case of multiple memories. The origin of
this behaviour was analysed in the case of single memo-
ries in [26]. It was shown that in the steady state reached
after training, the system reaches the same configuration
at the end of each cycle, but it does so at the end of
a sequence of transitions between local energy minima,
or inherent structures. A read cycle of any amplitude
other than the training amplitude will disrupt this cycle
of transitions, and will lead to a measurable signature.
In the work described, the mean squared displacement
with respect to the trained configuration was used as the
measurement.
The work in Ref. [26] raises a number of obvious ques-
tions which we address in the present paper. Fiocco et.
al. [26] studied memory effects in the absorbing state
at a single training amplitude (or a single pair of ampli-
tudes). We study memory effects in absorbing state with
many different amplitudes and address how the memory
effects (e. g. their strength) depend upon the amplitude
of deformation below γc, and we study whether mem-
ory effects are possible above γc. Fiocco et. al. used
the simplest possible way to read off the memory – since
the investigation was in silico, copies of the trained sys-
tem were made, and each copy was independently sub-
jected to a different, single, read cycle with a different
strain amplitude. We refer to this protocol as a parallel
read. Such a procedure is, of course, not available for
experimental investigation, wherein the read cycles must
be applied sequentially. We thus address whether the
memory effects seen earlier are reproduced also with a
sequential read protocol. We consider different measure-
ments, namely, measuring mean squared displacements
with respect to the final configuration from the previous
read cycle instead of the trained configuration, and also
the computation of the fraction of active particles. We
consider whether the previous results concerning multi-
ple memories can be extended beyond two memories, and
investigate further whether such memories are persistent
or transient. We also consider the conditions under which
memories are erased. Finally, we consider structural sig-
natures of training by considering x, z dependent pair
correlations, following previous work on athermal sus-
pensions [23].
As mentioned before, the differences in the memory
signatures in athermal suspensions and glasses has been
rationalised by the presence in the latter case of a non-
trivial energy landscape, and transitions of the trained
system between energy minima during a cycle of shear,
even after reaching a stroboscopically invariant state. In
the case of athermal suspensions and models thereof, in
the steady state after full training, the system undergoes
cyclic shear without any of the particles colliding (or in-
teracting) with the other particles, whereas in a glass,
particles always have finite interactions among them,
leading to a non-trivial energy landscape that is traversed
by the system. In probing this distinction further, we
consider a different model of sheared athermal assemblies
of particles, namely, soft sphere assemblies at densities
below the jamming density, that are subjected to cyclic
deformation under athermal conditions. In such systems,
in addition to the absorbing state wherein spheres do not
interact with each other any longer and the diffusive or
active regime wherein they do, a third, intermediate state
has been identified [44], where the sphere coordinates are
stroboscopically invariant, but spheres undergo collisions
during the strain cycling. This state has been termed loop
reversible. We investigate how the memory effects may
be different in the loop reversible state as compared to
the absorbing state (also referred to as point reversible)
and the diffusive states. We show that in the loop re-
versible state, memory effects very similar to those in
glasses are observed, thereby indicating that the distinc-
tion between the earlier studied cases of suspensions and
glasses lies in the presence of absence of non-trivial dis-
placements during cyclic deformation, rather than the
presence or absence of a non-trivial landscape.
The rest of the article is organised as follows: In sec-
tion II, we describe the two models which we study, and
provide the various definitions and descriptions of proto-
cols used. In section III, we describe our results for the
model glass, and in section IV results for the soft sphere
system. Finally, in section V, we summarise our results
3and conclude with a discussion of their implications.
II. MODELS AND DEFINITIONS
We describe below the two model systems we study in
this work, and provide details of the investigations we
carry out computationally.
a. The Kob-Andersen Binary mixture (A80B20) with
Lennard-Jones interactions between particles (BMLJ)
[45] is a model glass former that has been extensively
investigated. The interaction potential, with a quadratic
cut-off, is given by
Vαβ(r) =

4αβ [(
σαβ
r )
12 − (σαβr )6]−
4αβ(c0 + c2(
r
σαβ
)2), rαβ ≤ rc,αβ
0, rαβ > rc,αβ
(1)
where α, β ∈ (A,B), AB/AA = BA/AA =
1.5, BB/AA = 0.5, and σAB/σAA = σBA/σAA = 0.8,
σBB/σAA = 0.88. The interaction potential has cut off,
rc,αβ = 2.5σαβ . We report results in reduced units, with
units of length, energy and time scales being σAA, AA
and
√
σ2AAmAA
AA
respectively. We simulate BMLJ samples
consisting of N = 4000 particles. The system, at fixed
number density (N/V , V being the volume) ρ = 1.2 is
equilibrated at reduced temperature T = 0.466 via a con-
stant temperature molecular dynamics simulation. All
the simulations reported here are performed in LAMMPS
[46].
b. Soft Sphere binary mixture (SS) is also used as a
model glass former and in studies of jamming [47]. The
interaction potential is given by:
Vij = ij
(
1− rij
σij
)2
, (2)
where i, j ∈ (A,B), indicate the type of particle. The two
types of particle differ in their size, with σBB = 1.4σAA,
but with the interaction strengths being the same for all
pairs. In reporting results for this system, we use re-
duced units, with units of length, energy and time scales
being σAA, AA and
√
σ2AAmAA
AA
respectively. We simulate
50:50 soft sphere mixtures consisting of 2000 particles, at
packing fraction φ = 0.61 (where φ for the binary mix-
ture considered is related to the number density, ρ by
φ = pi6 (xAσ
3
AA + xBσ
3
BB)ρ where xA, xB are the frac-
tions of A,B type of particles, each equal to 0.5 in this
case). The initial configurations are obtained from Monte
Carlo simulations of hard sphere mixtures of the same
size ratio, equilibrated at packing fraction φ = 0.363.
The higher density configurations are obtained starting
from these initial configurations by performing a fast ini-
tial compression of the hard sphere system using a Monte
Carlo simulation till the desired density is reached.
c. Training Protocols: Configurations taken from
the equilibrated liquid are subjected to energy minimiza-
tion using the conjugate-gradient algorithm [48], to ob-
tain sets of local energy minimum structures which are
termed as inherent structures. The inherent structures
are then subjected to cyclic shear deformation using the
Athermal Quasi-Static (AQS) procedure, consisting of
two steps: (i) Particles are displaced by applying an affine
transformation, x′ = x+ dγ z, where dγ is the strain in-
crement in the xz plane, with y and z coordinates unal-
tered. Shear strain γ is incremented by small strain steps
(dγ = 2× 10−4 for the BMLJ system and dγ = 10−3 for
soft sphere system). (ii) The energy of the deformed
configuration is minimized, subject to Lees- Edwards pe-
riodic boundary conditions [49], which are appropriate
for shear deformed simulated systems. These two steps,
which closely approximate quasi-static, athermal, defor-
mation, are repeated many times to produce configura-
tions with any desired strain γ. Samples are subjected
to oscillatory shear deformation (0 → γ1 → 0 → −γ1
→ 0) at fixed amplitude γ1 repeatedly till they reach a
steady state. This procedure is referred to as training
the samples. The BMLJ system is trained at five differ-
ent amplitudes, γtrain = 0.02, 0.03, 0.06 (which are below
γc, the yielding strain γc [40]) and γtrained = 0.09, 0.11
(which are above γc). When a single training amplitude
is applied, the results shown are averaged over 30 inde-
pendent samples. When multiple training strain ampli-
tudes are applied, the data shown are averaged over 50
independent samples. The soft sphere system is trained
at two different amplitudes γ1 = 0.03, 0.12. For both sin-
gle memory and multiple memory cases, the data shown
here are averaged over 10 independent samples.
d. Reading Protocols: After training, in the read
procedure we refer to as “Parallel read”, identical copies
of the samples are subjected to a single cycle of shear de-
formation each, with such amplitudes covering the range
of strain amplitudes from 0 to 0.13. We also consider
a second read protocol which we refer to as “Sequential
read”. In this case, after training, we apply single cy-
cles of shear for an increasing sequence of amplitudes,
using the final configuration after a cycle at one ampli-
tude as the starting configuration for the cycle at the
next (higher) amplitude. As the measurement that is
used to reveal the presence or absence of memory of the
training, we use the mean squared displacement (MSD)
of particles in configurations at the end of a full cycle
of deformation, with respect to the reference configura-
tion. We compute the MSD either with respect to the
final configuration of the training phase (or the initial
configuration for the read protocol), which we denote by
MSD0, or compute the MSD with respect to the final
configuration of the previous read cycle, in which case
(for the ith cycle) we denote it as MSD(i, i− 1). MSD0
is defined as
MSD0 =
1
N
∑
k
(rk(read)− rk(trained))2 (3)
4where rk(trained) is the position of particle k in the
trained configuration, and rk(read) is the position of par-
ticle k after the relevant read cycle. MSD(i, i − 1) is
defined as
MSD(i, i− 1) = 1
N
∑
k
(rk(i)− rk(i− 1))2〉 (4)
where i and i− 1 are cycle indices.
We also compute the fraction of active particles
(factive) to characterize the memory. We define factive
as the fraction of particles that move larger than 0.1σAA
during a read cycle, following [40]. We use the notation
Ncycles for the number of training cycles.
e. Two dimensional pair correlation function: In or-
der to assess the structural change resulting from cyclic
deformation, we compute a two dimensional directional
pair correlation function g(x, z) in the shear plane xz,
which is defined as:
g(x, z) =
1
Nρ
×〈
N−1∑
i=1
N∑
j=i+1
δ(x− (xi − xj))δ(z − (zi − zj))θ(a− |yi − yj |)
〉
(5)
where 〈..〉 implies averaging over independent samples.
xi, yi, zi are the particle coordinates. Since we com-
pute a two dimensional correlation function in a three
dimensional system, we consider pairs of particles with
are in the same (shear) plane, by demanding that their
vertical (y) separations do not exceed a specified value,
a = 0.2σAA. This is enforced by the Heaviside function
θ(a − |yi − yj |). In practice, we divide the simulation
box into slabs of fixed width a along the y direction and
compute g(x, z) for pairs of particles within each slab, av-
eraging over all the slabs. The data shown are averaged
over 30 independent samples.
III. RESULTS: THE BMLJ SYSTEM
A. Single Memory
First, we study memory effects in the absorbing states
(γ < γc = 0.08) prepared with different amplitudes of
cyclic shear deformation. The samples are trained at γ1
= 0.02, 0.03 and 0.06. After training, parallel reading is
performed on the trained samples.
1. Parallel read
In Fig.1, the MSD is plotted against γread for differ-
ent numbers of training cycles. In the untrained system
(Ncycles = 0), with the application of shear deforma-
tion in the read cycles, particles move by larger amounts
for larger strain values. As a result, the MSD increases
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FIG. 1. The mean squared displacement (MSD) as a function
of γread for different training cycles. The system is trained at
γtrained = 0.02 (top) and 0.03 (middle) and 0.06 (bottom).
In each case, the MSD at γtrained is either lower than other γ
values (partially trained) or zero (fully trained), constituting
a memory of the training amplitude.
with γread monotonically for the untrained system. How-
ever, as the number of the training cycles is increased,
the system evolves towards the absorbing state. Corre-
spondingly, the MSD for γread close to γtrained is seen
to decrease. After a significant number of training cy-
cles, when the system has reached the absorbing state,
the MSD becomes zero at γread = γtrained since one more
cycle of shear deformation with amplitude γtrained leaves
the system unchanged. The MSD vs. γread curve thus
displays a clear signature or memory of the training de-
formation amplitude. If we increase the number of train-
5ing cycles further, the nature of the MSD vs. γread curve
does not change, which is expected as the system already
is in the absorbing state. As previously noted [26], the
MSD is finite not only for read amplitudes bigger than
the training amplitude, but also for smaller read ampli-
tudes, which is significantly different from the case of
sheared suspensions [22]. This can be rationalised by the
differences in the nature of reversibility in the two cases.
To illustrate the reasons for the memory signatures ob-
served, we consider the changes in the energy and particle
positions during a read cycle.
a. Energy changes during a read cycle: The evolu-
tion of the system is investigated by measuring energy
during the read cycles as a function of strain. When
the system is subjected to oscillatory shear deformations,
the energy will be proportional to γ2 if the system de-
forms elastically. The observed energies vs. strain for
each read amplitude are fitted to a quadratic function
and the difference ∆E of the data from the quadratic
fits, which highlight relevant details, are studied. The
∆E curves are shown for three different read amplitudes
in Fig. 2. It is observed that the ∆E curves display
discontinuous jumps which correspond to plastic rear-
rangements of particles and correspondingly, transitions
between energy minima. When γread = γtrained, such
jumps in energy are nevertheless organized such that the
energy (and ∆E) returns to the initial value at the end of
a cycle. When γread 6= γtrained, however, the sequence of
transitions that take place do not lead to the final state
being the same as the initial state, which leads to finite
signatures in the energy (and the MSD) during the read
cycles.
b. Position changes during a read cycle: Next, we
consider how the position of a particle evolves during the
reading cycle, for γtrained = 0.03 and Ncycles = 30. The
Y coordinate of a single particle is plotted as a function
of strain γ for different read amplitudes γread in Fig. 3.
Although the particle position changes discontinuously
in all cases (corresponding to jumps between local energy
minima), for γread = γtrained = 0.03, the particle position
during the read cycle clearly retraces the same cycle as
the last training cycle. In contrast, for γread = 0.02, 0.04
the trajectory of the particle as indicated by its Y coordi-
nate departs strongly from that during the final reading
cycle, and the particle does not return to the initial po-
sition at the end of the read cycle.
c. Strength of the memory: We have studied mem-
ory effects with various amplitudes below the yielding
strain amplitude to understand the dependence of mem-
ory behaviour on the amplitudes of training. We define
and measure the strength of the memory as a function of
the training amplitude as follows. We have observed ear-
lier that there is a non-monotonic increase in the MSD
as we increase the amplitude of γread for all γread which
is less than or equal to γtrained. In this regime, the MSD
increases initially, but goes through a maximum and be-
comes zero at γread = γtrained. If the system is partially
trained, the MSD at γtrained may be lower than neigh-
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FIG. 2. Potential energy is plotted as a function of strain γ
during the reading cycle. The potential energy curve is fit-
ted to a quadratic function (top panel), and the difference
∆E obtained by subtracting the quadratic fit from the data
is shown (bottom three panels) to clearly display relevant de-
tails. The system is trained at γtrained = 0.06. ∆E are shown
for read cycles for different amplitudes, which are indicated
in the legends. While the energy values return to the initial
value when γread = γtrained, they do not do so for other read
amplitudes.
bouring strain values but finite. We thus subtract the
MSD at γread = γtrained from the maximum of the MSD
below γtrained, and use it as a measure of the strength of
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FIG. 3. The Y coordinate of a single particle is plotted as a
function of strain γ for γtrained = 0.03, Ncycles = 30. Top:
The particle follows the same path during the last training
cycle (Cycle = 30), and the read cycle at the same amplitude,
γread = γtrained = 0.03. Middle and bottom panel: When the
trained sample is read at different amplitudes γread = 0.02
and 0.04 the particle does not retrace the same path.
the memory [50]. The result is presented in Fig. 4.
d. Structural signatures of memory: In order to as-
sess if the encoding of memory involves clear structural
signatures, as in the case studied in [23], we compute the
two dimensional pair correlation function g(x, z) defined
earlier. In Fig:5, we show the result for a system trained
at γtrained = 0.06, along with the g(x, z) for an inherent
structure quenched from the liquid (i. e. not subjected
to any shear deformation). We do not see any signifi-
cant difference between the liquid inherent structure and
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FIG. 4. The strength of memory is plotted as a function of
γtrained. The strength of memory increases with the increase
in amplitude of training below yielding amplitude.
the trained system, surprisingly, and the correlation func-
tion of the trained system does not show any significant
anisotropy as seen in [23]. Although we cannot exclude
effects too weak for our numerical estimation to detect,
or other subtle effects that require alternate measures,
the lack of a clearer structural signature in the case of a
model glass is puzzling.
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FIG. 5. Two dimensional pair correlation function, gAA(x, z)
for an inherent structure quenched from the liquid (top) and
a trained sample with γtrained = 0.06 (bottom) of the BMLJ
system. The data shown here is averaged over 30 different
samples.
7e. Application of cyclic shear deformation with a dif-
ferent amplitude to a trained system: In the preced-
ing sections, cyclic shear deformation with an amplitude
γtrained(< γc) is applied to an equilibrated samples re-
peatedly. After a large number of training cycles, the sys-
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FIG. 6. The MSD as a function of γread during parallel read-
ing. Top: The system is first trained at γtrained = 0.03 fully
(30 cycles) and then cycles of shear deformation with ampli-
tude γretrained = 0.04 are applied to that trained system. The
MSD, even after a single cycle, does not show a memory of the
training at γtrained = 0.03. Instead, a change of slope in the
MSD is visible at γ = 0.04 (black curve). After a large number
of retraining cycles (40 cycles) with γretrained = 0.04 the sys-
tem shows the usual signature of memory at γ = 0.04, namely
a depression/vanishing of the MSD at the retrained ampli-
tude. Bottom: The system is first trained at γtrained = 0.02
fully (15 cycles) and then cycles of shear deformation with
amplitude γretrained = 0.03 are applied to that trained sys-
tem. The plot does not show a vanishing of the MSD at
γread = 0.02 even after one cycle at the new amplitude (black
curve). After a large number of retraining cycles (30 cycles)
with γretrained = 0.03, the system displays a vanishing MSD
at γ = 0.03.
tem remembers the amplitude of deformation by which it
is trained. We now ask what the effect of applying shear
deformation at a second ”retaining” amplitude. We ask
if such retraining will lead to the system ”forgetting” the
earlier training, or, in other words, whether the memory
will be erased. We consider two cases: (1) The retrain-
ing amplitude γretrained is greater than γtrained. (2) The
retraining amplitude γretrained is smaller than γtrained.
1. Deformation amplitude is larger than the training am-
plitude. Erasure of memory: We consider a sample which
is trained at γtrained over a large number of cycles. The
trained sample is then deformed cyclically for varying
numbers of cycles at γretrained > γtrained. We show two
such cases in Fig. 6, in which we consider a configura-
tion trained at γtrained = 0.03 trained for 30 cycles, and
γtrained = 0.02 trained for 15 cycles. In the first case
(Fig. 6, top panel), we see that even after a single cy-
cle at γretrained = .04, the memory at γtrained = 0.03 is
erased, in that no signature of trained at that amplitude
is present. Further, after a single cycle, a depression of
the MSD at γretrained = .04 is visible, which evolves with
further cycles to a vanishing MSD at γretrained = .04.
Thus we conclude that retraining a system at a higher
amplitude erases the memory, which is consistent with
previous observations [22, 23] for models of colloidal sus-
pensions. A second example with γtrained = .02 and
γretrained = .03 displays the same features.
2. Deformation amplitude is smaller than the training
amplitude: Here we consider once again a configuration
trained at γtrained = 0.03 trained for 30 cycles, but apply
retraining deformations at γretrained = 0.02. The results
shown in Fig. 7, indicate that the memory of the new
(retraining) amplitude forms even after one cycle, with a
vanishing of the MSD at that amplitude, but the memory
of γtrained = 0.03 is not erased. The MSD at γtrained =
0.03 is not any longer zero, but is depressed, and shows
a change in slope at γread = γtrained in a manner that is
similar to the signature of multiple memories which we
discuss later.
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FIG. 7. The MSD as a function of γread during parallel read-
ing. Top: The system is first trained at γtrained = 0.03
fully (30 cycles) and then cycles of shear deformation with
amplitude γretrained = 0.02 are applied to that trained sys-
tem. The MSD, even after a single cycle, is close to zero at
γread = γretrained. However, instead of increasing monoton-
ically for larger γread, a depression of the MSD is apparent
around γtrained = 0.03 indicating persistence of memory of
that amplitude.
2. Sequential read
So far, we have shown results using the parallel read
protocol wherein multiple copies of the trained system are
8subjected to read cycles at different amplitudes. Such
a procedure is not available if a measurement is made
experimentally, where the same trained system has to
be subjected sequentially to read cycles of deformation.
We thus consider the analogous sequential read protocol
next, wherein after training, the trained configuration is
subjected sequentially to a set of read deformations with
increasing amplitude. The MSD data, with respect to the
starting, trained, configuration are shown in Fig. 8, for
different numbers of training cycles. It is observed that
the non-monotonicity of the MSD is greatly diminished
and the MSD values at the training amplitude are not
strictly zero. Nevertheless, the MSD data reveal a clear
memory of the training amplitude, in that the MSD re-
main small up to the training amplitude and increase
rapidly thereafter. In Fig. 9, we show the corresponding
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FIG. 8. The MSD as a function of γread for different training
cycles with sequential reading. The MSD is measured with
respect to the original configuration. The system is trained
at γ = 0.03 (top) γ = 0.06 (bottom). When γread is same
as γtrained, there is a change in slope of the MSD vs. γread
curve.
results for MSD computed at each amplitude with respect
to the configuration at the end of the previous read cy-
cle, for a fully trained system. In this case too, the MSD
data reveal a clear memory of the training amplitude,
once again with a significantly reduced non-monotonicity
of the MSD data.
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FIG. 9. The MSD is plotted as a function of γread for
fully trained system, with sequential reading. The system
is trained at γ = 0.03 (top) and γ = 0.06 (bottom). The
MSD is measured with respect to the configuration after the
previous read cycle.
3. The fraction of active particles:
In previous related studies, instead of MSD, the frac-
tion of active particles, factive, has been considered as the
measurement [22, 23]. Here, we perform the analogous
measurement, by defining an active particle as one that
has moved by a distance greater than 0.1σAA during a
read cycle. In Fig. 10 (top panel), we show the fraction
of active particles (with distances measured with respect
to the original trained sample), for different numbers of
training cycles. After sufficient training, the factive data
show a clear signature of memory of the training ampli-
tude, and a non-monotonicity similar to the MSD data.
In Fig. 10 (bottom panel), we show the corresponding
data wherein displacements are measured with respect to
the configuration at the end of the previous read cycle,
for the fully trained system. Here too, the memory of the
training amplitude is clearly revealed.
4. Memory effects in the diffusing state
We have so far analysed memory effects for the trained
system prepared with different amplitudes in the ab-
sorbing state, γtrained < γc. As already discussed, for
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FIG. 10. The fraction of active particles (factive) is plotted as
a function of γread for a system trained at γtrained = 0.03. Dif-
ferent lines in the top panel correspond to different numbers of
training cycles. Top: (Parallel reading) After a large number
of training cycles, when the system reaches the steady state,
factive becomes zero at γread = γtrained. Bottom: (Sequential
reading) factive increases rapidly as γread crosses γtrained for
the completely trained system.
γtrained > γc, the system reaches a diffusing state and
does not return to the same configuration at the end of
successive cycles. Thus, we do not expect that the system
will retain any memory of the training amplitude. We
test this expectation by performing measurements for two
training amplitudes above γc, namely γtrained = 0.09,
and γtrained = 0.11. Results of MSD0 shown in Fig. 11
reveal indeed that there are no signatures of memory of
the training amplitude in these cases.
As shown in a recent study[51], however, one may ex-
pect shear banding in the diffusing regime. The system
size we have used here is too small (4000 particles) for
shear banding to be clearly present. Hence, we consider
next a larger system of N = 64000, and perform the
same study. The results are presented in Fig. 12 for
γtrained = 0.09, and γtrained = 0.12, which do not show
any signatures of memory of the training amplitude, con-
firming the results for the smaller system studied earlier.
B. Multiple memories
We next consider the case of multiple memories. Here,
we train the system by subjecting it to repeated cycles of
deformation at two different amplitudes γ1 and γ2 (0→
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FIG. 11. The MSD as a function of γread for a system which is
trained at the amplitude, γtrained = 0.09 (top) γtrained = 0.11
(bottom) for a different numbers of the training cycles. The
MSD increases with increasing γread, and shows no memory
of the training amplitude.
γ1 → 0 → −γ1 → 0 → γ2 → 0 → −γ2 → 0) and
perform reading as in the case of single memories. We
consider training amplitudes γ1 = 0.02 and γ2 = 0.01.
To assess the dependence of multiple memories on the
deformation training amplitudes, we also consider γ1 =
0.06 and γ2 = 0.04. We then consider also the case of
encoding three memories as described below.
1. Parallel read
In Fig. 13, we show results using parallel read for the
two sets of training amplitudes, for two different numbers
of training cycles. As seen clearly, the data reveal signa-
tures of memory of both amplitudes, although they are
different for the two amplitudes. For the smaller ampli-
tude, the MSD goes to zero, whereas it remains finite at
the larger amplitude. At the larger amplitude, however,
a sharp change in the MSD values is seen, which serves
as a clear signature of memory of that training ampli-
tude. As previously discussed [26], both these memories
are persistent, and do not diminish in strength with in-
creased number of training cycles.
We next consider whether a larger number of memo-
ries can be encoded. To this end, we train configurations
with three different amplitudes (0→ γ1 → 0 → −γ1 → 0
→ γ2 → 0 → −γ2 → 0 → γ3 → 0 → −γ3 → 0.), with
γ1 = 0.06, γ2 = 0.04 and γ3 = 0.02. When subjected
to read cycles, we find (as shown in Fig. 14) signatures
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FIG. 12. The MSD as a function of γread for N = 64000,
γtrained = 0.09 (top panel) and γtrained = 0.12 (bottom
panel). The different lines correspond to the different num-
bers of training cycles. No memory effects are observed for
these amplitudes, which are larger than the yielding strain.
of memory only at the smallest and largest of the ampli-
tudes, namely γ3 = 0.02 and γ1 = 0.06. In order to assess
the role of training protocol, we consider a different se-
quence of training deformations, with a repetition of the
pattern γ1γ2γ2γ2γ3. In this case, as shown in Fig. 15,
all three training amplitudes have corresponding dips in
the MSD revealing that all these memories are encoded
in the trained system.
2. Sequential reading
We next employ sequential reading as done before for
single memories for the case of multiple memories, with
two different training amplitudes with γ1 = 0.06, γ2 =
0.04. As shown in Fig.16, when the MSD is measured
with respect to the trained configuration, sequential read
generates data which capture the encoding of multiple
memories as clearly as the parallel read, but when the
MSD is measured with respect to the final configuration
of the previous read cycle, a less distinct signature is
seen at the smaller of the training amplitudes, γ2 = 0.04.
While there may be variations of the procedure used here
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FIG. 13. The MSD as a function of γread for a system which is
trained at multiple γ (top: γ1 = 0.02 and γ2 = 0.01, bottom:
γ1 = 0.06 and γ2 = 0.04). Two kinks are observed at γ1 =
0.06 and γ2 = 0.04 (for other set it is at γ1 = 0.02 and
γ2 = 0.01). The different lines correspond to the different
numbers of training cycles. Both the memories are present
after a large number of training cycles persistently.
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FIG. 14. The MSD as a function of γread for training with
three different amplitudes. The system is trained at γ1 =
0.06, γ2 = 0.04, γ3 = 0.02. The memory is observed at γ =
0.06 and γ = 0.02
that will generate a clear signature of multiple memories
even in this case, we do not pursue this investigation
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FIG. 15. The MSD as a function of γread during parallel
reading. The system is trained for training cycles where a
single cycle has three different shear deformation amplitude
(sub)cycle repeated according to the pattern: γ1γ2γ2γ2γ3.
Here γ1 = 0.06 γ2 = 0.04 and γ3 = 0.02. After a large number
of training cycles, signatures of all three memories are clearly
seen and these memories are persistent.
further in that direction.
3. Application of cyclic shear deformation with different
amplitudes to a trained (at multiple amplitudes) system
Similar to the case of single memory, we wish to in-
vestigate the effect of applying cyclic deformation at a
new amplitude in a multiply trained system. The sys-
tem is trained at two different amplitudes γ1 = 0.06 and
γ2 = 0.04, and is then subjected to a single cycle of shear
deformation with γ3 repeatedly. We have three cases (1).
γ3 is smaller than both γ1 and γ2. (2). γ3 is less than
γ1 but greater than γ2 and (3). γ3 is larger than both γ2
and γ1. We consider these cases in turn.
a. Retraining amplitude is smaller than both the
training amplitudes: We consider configurations trained
at γ1 = 0.06 and γ2 = 0.04. We then apply cyclic shear
deformation with γ3 = 0.02. The results are shown in
Fig.17. Kinks in the MSD curves at γ1 = 0.06 (largest γ)
and γ3 = 0.02 indicate that the memory of these ampli-
tudes is encoded, and remain even after a large number
of cycles at γ3 = 0.02. No clear signature is visible at
γ2 = 0.04. As in the case of triple memories, it may
be possible that this signature will remain if a different
training protocol is used, but we do not investigate it
further.
b. Deformation amplitude is smaller than one of the
training amplitudes but larger than the other: We con-
sider configurations trained at γ1 = 0.06 and γ2 = 0.04.
We then apply cyclic shear deformation with γ3 = 0.05.
The results are shown in Fig.18. Even after a single defor-
mation at γ3 = 0.05, the memory at γ2 = 0.04 is erased,
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FIG. 16. The MSD is plotted as a function of γread (sequen-
tial) for a system trained at multiple amplitudes. Top: The
MSD is measured with respect to the original configurations.
Bottom: The MSD is measured with respect to the final con-
figuration of the previous read cycle.
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FIG. 17. The MSD is plotted as a function of γread for dif-
ferent numbers of retraining cycles. A single cycle of shear
deformation with amplitude γ3 = 0.02 is applied to the sys-
tem trained at γ1 = 0.06 and γ2 = 0.04. The new configura-
tion has memory at γ3 = 0.02 and γ1 = 0.06 but no distinct
memory of γ2 = 0.04. Memory signatures at γ1 = 0.06 re-
mains robustly even after a large number of retraining cycles
at γ3 = 0.02.
while the memory at γ1 = 0.06 is weak but present. In
addition, a strong signature of memory at γ3 = 0.05 ap-
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pears after a single cycle.
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FIG. 18. The MSD is plotted as a function of γread. A single
cycle shear deformation with amplitude γ3 = 0.05 is applied
to the system which is trained at two different amplitudes,
γ1 = 0.06 and γ2 = 0.04. The new system does not have
a clear signature of memory at γ2 = 0.04 but has features
revealing memory at γ1 = 0.06 and at γ3 = 0.05, which remain
after a large number of retraining cycles at γ3 = 0.05.
c. Deformation amplitude is larger than both the
training amplitudes: We consider configurations trained
at γ1 = 0.06 and γ2 = 0.04. We then apply cyclic shear
deformation with γ3 = 0.07. As shown in Fig. 19, a sin-
gle cycle of shear deformation with γ3 = 0.07 erases both
the memories. This is consistent with the observation for
the case of single memory that deformation by a larger
amplitude erases stored memories.
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FIG. 19. The MSD is plotted as a function of γread. A single
cycle of shear deformation with amplitude γ = 0.07 is applied
to the system which is trained at multiple γ, γ1 = 0.06 and
γ2 = 0.04, which erases memories of both these amplitudes.
IV. RESULTS: SOFT SPHERE BINARY
MIXTURE SYSTEM
The differences in memory effects in the BMLJ glass
former described above and in [26] and the model con-
sidered in [22, 23] have previously been rationalised in
terms of the observation that trained configurations of
BMLJ that reach an absorbing state nevertheless tra-
verse a non-trivial energy landscape during a read cy-
cle, which involve multiple transitions between energy
minima. Thus, even though the configurations reach the
same configuration at the end of a cycle, their trajecto-
ries during the cycle are non-trivial. This is in contrast
with the model of a sheared colloidal suspension studied
in [22, 23] wherein, upon reaching an absorbing state,
sheared configurations return to the same configuration
at the end of each shear cycle. More importantly, the
particles merely undergo affine deformations during the
cycle and do not interact with other particles. They thus
experience a trival, flat, landscape during the read cy-
cles. It is thus interesting to ask if there are cases that
deviate from both these scenarios. Such a case is pre-
sented in the study of sheared soft spheres. The soft
sphere system at densities below the jamming point, un-
der AQS deformation, traverses a trivial landscape, in
the sense that the energie of the inherent structures al-
ways remain zero. However, this system displays differ-
ent regimes in applied strain, for which the nature of the
absorbing states are different. For small applied strain,
the system reaches absorbing states which are similar
to those of the model studied in [22, 23] wherein dur-
ing a shear cycle, particles do not interact with other
particles and show smooth affine displacements. These
are termed point reversible states [44]. At higher am-
plitudes, a new regime is encountered wherein particles
return to their original positions at the end of a shear
cycle, but during the cycle, they may collide or interact
with other particles that they come into contact with.
These states are referred to as loop reversible states. It
is thus interesting to consider the nature of memory in
point reversible and loop reversible states. For the vol-
ume fraction φ = 0.61, the transition from point to loop
reversible states occurs around γc = 0.07. Accordingly,
we consider γtrained = 0.03 (which belongs to the point
reversible regime) and γtrained = 0.12 (which belongs to
the loop reversible range) to study the nature of memory
effects in the case of training at a single amplitude. We
will subsequently consider multiple memories, which are
described later.
A. Single memory
1. Parallel reading
We start with an equilibrated system and then train it
for a sufficient number of cycles with a single amplitude.
The number of training cycles needed for the soft sphere
system to reach the absorbing state is much larger than
for the BMLJ configurations. The trained system is sub-
jected to read cycles using parallel reading. We have a
system which is trained at γ = 0.03, (where the system
is point reversible) and another system which is trained
at γ = 0.12 (where the system is loop reversible). The
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results are shown in Fig. 20. We observe that when the
training amplitude belongs to the point reversible regime,
the MSD is zero for all the amplitudes below the train-
ing amplitude, similarly to the model in [22, 23]. When
the amplitude is in the loop reversible range, the mem-
ory behaviour is similar to the BMLJ system discussed
earlier, in that the MSD is finite both above and below
the training amplitude.
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FIG. 20. The MSD as a function of γread for single training.
Top: The system is trained at γtrained = 0.03. At this am-
plitude, system is point reversible. We find that the MSD is
zero for all γread ≤ γtrained. Then there is a change of slope.
Bottom: The system is trained at γtrained = 0.12. At this
amplitude, the system is loop reversible. We find that the
MSD is zero only when γread = γtrained
2. Sequential reading
We also perform sequential reading for the cases con-
sidered above, and present the results in Fig. 21. We ob-
serve that when the amplitude is in the point reversible
range, the memory behaviour is the same as for paral-
lel reading. The MSD is zero at all γread below γtrained
and it increases with increasing read amplitude above.
This behaviour is expected since the application of γread
(< γtrained) does not change the system in any way.
When the training amplitude is in the loop reversible
range, the system is not reversible at γread = γtrained
(MSD is not zero, although very small) but a sharp
change in MSD occurs across γtrained and the resulting
MSD behaves very similarly to the parallel read case.
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FIG. 21. The MSD as a function of γread during sequential
reading. Top: The system is trained at γ = 0.03. At this
amplitude, the system is point reversible. We find that the
MSD is zero for all γread ≤ γtrained, and increases rapidly
thereafter. Bottom: The system is trained at γ = 0.12. At
this amplitude, the system is loop reversible. We observe that
the MSD decreases sharply around and is very small at γread
= γtrained This memory behaviour is different from parallel
reading, since the system is not fully reversible at γread =
γtrained, although it displays a very clear memory signature.
a. Structural signature of memory: We study the
nature of structural change due to training by computing
the two dimensional pair correlation function g(x, z) for
a training amplitude in the point reversible regime. We
choose φ = 0.54 (in order to have better clarity) at which
density the system is point reversible at γ = 0.23. The
results are presented in Fig. 22 indicating that g(x, z)
for the trained system shows significant anisotropy and
significantly different from g(x, z) that of the fluid (not
shown) which is isotropic. This behaviour is analogous to
the observations in [23] although the observed anisotropy
is different owing to the differences in the shearing pro-
tocol. Other partial pair correlation functions display
similar behaviour (not shown).
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FIG. 22. Two dimensional pair correlation function
(gAA(x, z)) for the trained system in the shear plane xz. The
system is trained at γtrained = 0.23. The data are averaged
over 40 different samples.
B. Memory effects in the diffusing states
At very large amplitude of shearing the soft sphere sys-
tem shows diffusive behaviour, like the BMLJ. The MSD
increases with increasing accumulated strain linearly. We
consider whether any memory effects are present in this
regime, by analysing configurations trained at γtrained =
1.0 and γtrained = 0.8, at packing fraction φ = 0.61. The
results are presented in Fig. 23. As before, the system
is trained over a large number of training cycles and af-
ter training, the system is read using parallel reading.
It is observed that the MSD increases smoothly as γread
increases and there are no signatures of memory of the
training amplitudes.
C. Multiple memories
We consider three cases in studying multiple memo-
ries in the soft sphere system: (i) Both the training am-
plitudes are below γc, (ii) Both training amplitudes are
above γc, and (iii) One training amplitude is below γc,
and the other is above γc. Here, γc refers to the stain at
which a transition is observed from the point reversible
to loop reversible states. We consider each of these cases
employing both parallel and sequential read protocols.
1. Parallel reading
We perform parallel reading to the trained samples.
The results are shown in Fig. 24. We first consider config-
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FIG. 23. The MSD is plotted as a function of γread for con-
figurations trained at γ = 1.0 (top) γ = 0.8 (bottom). Both
these amplitudes belong to diffusive regime. The different
lines correspond to different numbers of training cycles. We
do not observe any memory signatures in these cases.
urations trained at amplitudes γ1 = 0.05 and γ2 = 0.03.
The system is point reversible at both the amplitudes.
We train the system for 3000 cycles. After training, the
system is read using the parallel reading protocol. Be-
low the higher training amplitude, the MSD is zero for
all amplitudes. This implies that the multiple memories
are transient when both the amplitudes are in the point
reversible range, consistently with previous observations.
We next consider training amplitudes γ1 = 0.12 (at which
the system is loop reversible) and γ2 = 0.03 (at which the
system is point reversible). After training for 4000 cycles
the system is read using the parallel reading protocol.
We observe that below γread = γ2, the MSD remains
zero, and at γread = γ1 the MSD exhibits a minimum,
approaching zero for large enough training cycles. Thus,
both these memories are retained with expected signa-
tures. Finally we consider training amplitudes γ1 = 0.12
and γ2 = 0.09. The system is loop reversible at both the
amplitudes. We train the system for 4000 cycles. Af-
ter training, the system is read using the parallel reading
protocol. We observe that the MSD approaches zero for
all amplitudes below γread = γ1 but no distinct signature
of memory is found at γread = γ1. These observations are
both surprising, since neither conforms to the expected
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FIG. 24. The MSD as a a function of γread using the parallel
read protocol. Different lines correspond to different numbers
of training cycles. Top panel: The system is trained γ1 = 0.05
and γ2 = 0.03. At these amplitudes, the system is point
reversible. After one training cycle, the MSD is zero below
γ2 = 0.03 and finite above, but with more training cycles,
the MSD becomes zero for all γread < γ1 = 0.05. Thus,
only the memory of the largest amplitude remains. Middle
panel: The system is trained γ1 = 0.12 and γ2 = 0.03. At the
amplitude γ = 0.12, the system is in loop reversible at γ =
0.03, the system is point reversible. The MSD remains zero
below γread = γ2 and exhibits a minimum value approaching
zero at γread = γ1, each being a clear signature of memory in
the respective regimes. Bottom panel: The system is trained
γ1 = 0.12 and γ2 = 0.09. At both these amplitudes, the
system is loop reversible. While the MSD is close to zero
below γread = γ2, no clear signature of memory is present
near γread = γ1. The presence of multiple memories in this
case cannot be concluded from these observations.
memory behaviour in analogy with the BMLJ glass. The
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FIG. 25. The MSD as a a function of γread using the sequential
read protocol. Different lines correspond to different numbers
of training cycles. Top panel: The system is trained γ1 = 0.05
and γ2 = 0.03. At these amplitudes, the system is point
reversible. After one training cycle, the MSD is zero below
γ2 = 0.03 and finite above, but with more training cycles,
the MSD becomes zero for all γread < γ1 = 0.05. Thus,
only the memory of the largest amplitude remains. Middle
panel: The system is trained γ1 = 0.12 and γ2 = 0.03. At the
amplitude γ = 0.12, the system is in loop reversible at γ =
0.03, the system is point reversible. The MSD remains zero
below γread = γ2 and exhibits a minimum value at γread =
γ1, each being a clear signature of memory in the respective
regimes. Bottom panel: The system is trained γ1 = 0.12
and γ2 = 0.09. At both these amplitudes, the system is loop
reversible. While the MSD is close to zero below γread =
γ2, no clear signature of memory is present near γread = γ1.
The presence of multiple memories in this case cannot be
concluded from these observations.
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case of multiple memories in the loop reversible regime
thus require further investigation.
2. Sequential reading
We perform sequential reading for each of the cases
considered above, and show the results in Fig. 25. We
observe that the memory behaviour is the same as in the
case of the parallel reading protocol.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have performed numerical investigations of mem-
ory effects in two model systems, the Kob-Andersen bi-
nary mixture (BMLJ) and a soft sphere mixture. In
the former case, our results extend and elaborate on the
results and observations from earlier work [26], in par-
ticular in the form of considering different protocols for
reading the encoded memories. The latter case offers an
interesting extension of previous studies, in that it offers
an example displaying features that are distinct from the
earlier studied cases of a model glass and a model of col-
loidal suspensions [22, 23], exhibiting features found in
both these earlier examples. In the loop reversible regime
of this model, the memory effects seen are, to a large ex-
tent, similar to the case of the model glass, even while the
system samples a trivial energy landscape. In considering
structural signatures of memory, we find that the model
glass studied does not reveal the features seen previously
for the model of colloidal suspensions, and thus prompt-
ing further investigations on the manner in which the
memory is encoded in this system. On the other hand,
the soft sphere system in the point reversible regime does
exhibit the expected structural signatures. These results
taken together offer a detailed characterisation of mem-
ory effects in the studied model systems, some aspects of
which require further investigations to more clearly delin-
eate. In addition to such investigations, a careful study
of well chosen, simple, model systems may be a fruitful
direction to fully comprehend memory effects in the type
of driven systems studied here. Analysis in [27] and [19]
may offer useful starting points.
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